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Abstract
In the current scenario, delivery of drugs to the brain is a very challenging approach due to the presence of
physiological barriers like BBB (Blood Brain Barrier) that prevents the delivery of drugs from reaching the CNS. Thus, the
intranasal route has drawn the attention of scientists as a convenient, non-invasive, and safe route to increase the bioavailability
of drugs targeted to the brain. The underlying mechanism of the nose-to-brain drug delivery is still unknown;hence, it becomes
essential to investigate the exact mechanism. The literature for this review is compiled by reviewing various articles from
databases like PubMed, Scopus, MedLine, and ScienceDirect. This review provides insights into the drug transport pathways,
delivery systems, various approaches, and also future perspectives related to the nose-to-brain drug delivery system which
elucidates the novel intranasal approach as an emerging and promising alternative route for direct nose-to-brain drug transport.
Keywords: Blood-brain barrier (BBB); brain targeting; intranasal; central nervous system (CNS); nose-to-brain; nanoparticles;
nasal devices.

Introduction
There are various approaches for nose-to-brain drug delivery which transports drugs to the brain through
the intranasal route with the help of nasal devices to circumvent the problems faced by this route. Despite owning
so many benefits, the intranasal route faces a lot of challenges. The BBB(Blood-Brain Barrier), being the most
complex challenge for drug delivery, is a highly selective, semi-permeable barrier that regulates the transport or
exchange of molecules between the CNS(Central Nervous System),and the circulating blood. Thisbarrier acts as
a shield that protects CNS from pernicious substances, pathogens and provides nutrients to CNS such as glucose,
amino acids, water, etc., which are essential for neural function. BBB comprises a complex system consisting of
endothelial cells of brain microvasculature, astrocyte end-feet (astroglia) that surrounds the brain capillaries,
pericytes, perivascular mast cells, immune cells, neurons, microglia, oligodendrocytes, and tight junctions.[1,2]
These all together form a neurovascular unit as shown in fig.1. BBB is localized at the level of endothelial cells
and separates brain interstitial fluid (ISF) from the blood, whereas the blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier (BCSFB)
separates CSF from the choroid plexus interstitial fluid (CPISF). Dueto the endothelial cells and the tight junctions
between them, BBB and BCSFB collectively prevent the paracellular or passive diffusion of most substances into
the brain tissue.[3-6] Hence this is the rate-determining step in the absorption of the drug molecules in the brain.
Highly lipid-soluble drugs can passively cross the BBB, while glucose, amino acids, and other foreign molecules
transport actively into the cerebrum.
Methods
The literature for this review is compiled by reviewing various articles from databases like PubMed,
Scopus, MedLine, and ScienceDirect.
Pericytes
Pericytes are the specialized cells that play an important role in maintaining the functions of BBB such
as homeostasis, angiogenesis as well as contractile, immune, and phagocytic functions. They are multipotent cells
and hence find great potential for therapy.[7] The presence of special cells called astrocytes and pericytes, which
are the components of supporting tissue at the base of the endothelial membrane, form a solid envelope
surrounding the capillaries. As a result, the intercellular (paracellular) passage gets blocked and for a drug to gain
access into the brain from the capillary circulation, it has to pass through the cells (transcellular) rather than
between them.[8,9] A drug may thus gain access to the brain only via one of the two pathways:
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1. Passive diffusion through the lipoidal barrier (restricted to the small molecules having high o/w partition
coefficients).

2. Active transport of essentials nutrients such as sugars and amino acids. The selective permeability of
lipid-soluble moieties through the BBB makes an appropriate choice of drug to treat CNS disorders, an
essential part of therapy.

Fig.1 Diagrammatic representation of the barriers present in the brain. Blood-Brain barrier(BBB) and
Blood-Cerebrospinal fluid barrier collectively protect the brain from harmful substances. The endothelial cells
of BBB, astroglia, pericytes, neurons, microglia, and tight junctions constitute a neurovascular unit. Recreated
from Pavan B, Dalpiaz A, Ciliberti N, Biondi C, Manfredini S, Vertuani S. Progress in drug delivery to the
central nervous system by the prodrug approach. Molecules. 2008 May 1;13(5):1035-65. Doi:
10.3390/molecules13051035. PMID: 18560328; PMCID: PMC6245073.
Characteristics of a Drug Molecule
Lipophilicity is not the only criteria to cross BBB but also there are many other characteristics that a drug
molecule must possess such as the surface activity of the molecule, relative size, permeability, surface area,
hydrophobicity of molecule.[10,11]
Problems to cross BBB
There occur many problems when it comes to the absorption of drug molecules into the brain. Some of
them are mentioned below:
▪ Inactivation of drugs by the enzymes present in the brain.
▪ Low molecular weight drugs having a size less than 700 Daltons can bind to protein in the plasma
furthermore impeding its transportation into the brain.[12]
▪ The efflux transporters present in the vasculature of BBB throw away the drug molecules that anyhow
gain entry into the brain by active transport. These transporters can identify a wide range of compounds
that leads to drug resistance.[13]
Different Approaches of Drugs to cross BBB[14,15]
➢ Invasive techniques: Includes osmotic disruption of BBB, focused ultrasound technology, intracerebroventricular and intrathecal infusions, interstitial wafers, microchips, etc.
➢ Non-invasive techniques: Includes cell-based delivery, Trojan horse approach, use of chimeric peptides,
intranasal delivery, etc.
Drug delivery to the brain via nasal route involves many techniques or mechanisms such as
polymersomes, receptor-mediated, carrier-mediated, nanoparticle, prodrug, bioconversion strategies, peptide
masking, cationic transport, etc.
Nasal Anatomy and Route of Drug Delivery to the Brain
It consists of three main parts:
● Vestibular region – anterior external opening.
● Respiratory region – consists of ciliated and non-ciliated columnar cells, goblet cells, and basal cells.
● Olfactory region – consists of olfactory receptor cells, basal and sustentacular cells.[16]
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Drug delivery through the nasal route is mainly associated with the olfactory area and the pathways
related to the transfer of drugs directly to the brain via this route.[17] There are three different pathways after nasal
administration. Once the drug gets administered, it undergoes three pathways: olfactory, trigeminal, or systemic
pathway. Another mechanism through which drugs can cross neuronal membrane is paracellular or transcellular
transport. These pathways ultimately reach the brain bypassing the BBB.
Transport of drugs via nasal route directly to the brain:
Intranasal drug delivery is one of the non-invasive methods used to deliver drugs to the brain. It involves
the olfactory and the trigeminal nerve system that bypasses the BBB. Hence it is widely used to treat various
neurodegenerative diseases.[18] It needs special devices to administer drugs to the nasal epithelium. There are three
different mechanisms involved in this transport:
1. Systemic pathway (minor route)
2. Neuronal pathways (primary routes)
⮚
Olfactory pathway
⮚
Trigeminal pathway
1. Systemic pathway
As mentioned earlier, a fraction of the drug gets absorbed into the systemic circulation. That is because
of the highly vascularized respiratory epithelium that comprises continuous and fenestrated endothelium. There
arises a risk of drug entering into systemic circulation that ultimately alters the amount of drug reaching the brain
and impedes its therapeutic effects. It occurs because it allows the passage of small and large molecules as well
into the blood circulation. That leads to several side effects but the presence of nasal vasculature having a tight
junction prevent the entry of drug molecules into the systemic circulation. Except for the low molecular weight,
lipophilic molecules or drugs can enter the systemic circulation.[19]
2.

Neuronal pathway
Olfactory pathway: Once the drug gets administered, it concentrates in the olfactory or respiratory
epithelium that gets absorbed and reaches the olfactory bulb or CSF via olfactory sensory
neurons.[20,21] The pathway followed by the drug is either transcellular or paracellular from the
olfactory epithelium. From the CSF, the drug enters by diffusing into ISF in the brain.[19,22] Once the
drug gains entry into the olfactory bulb, it follows two pathways:i. Intraneuronal pathway– It takes hours to days to reach the brain. Its mechanism is adsorptive,
receptor-mediated, or endocytosis.
ii. Extraneuronal pathway– Reaches the brain within a minute. Its mechanism is bulk transport
through perineuronal channels.
⮚
Trigeminal pathway: This pathway involves the trigeminal nerve that is the fifth and the largest
cranial nerve. Drugs traversing this path undergo intracellular transport (axonal transport) or
endocytosis to reach the brain stem.[19,22] The trigeminal nerve comprises three branches:
i.
Ophthalmic – Innervates dorsal part of the nasal mucosa and anterior nose
ii.
Maxillary – Innervates turbinates of the nasal mucosa
iii.
Mandibular
Neurons from the ophthalmic and the maxillary branches pass directly through the nasal mucosa and play
a vital role in the drug delivery from nose-to-brain. The mechanism of drug delivery via trigeminal pathway
involves several transports such as paracellular, transcellular, carrier-mediated, receptor-mediated and
transcytosis. A part of the trigeminal nerve crosses cribriform plate entering the spinal cord, medulla and pons,
thus paving another pathway of drug delivery via nasal route.
⮚

Mucociliary Clearance (MCC)
Goblet cells of the respiratory epithelium secrete mucus. It forms a mucus layer that entraps many
particulate matters or harmful substances entering the nose and preventing them from entering the lungs[23]. Such
substances get adhered to or dissolved in the mucus layer are then transported to the nasopharynx. Later these
substances are discharged into GIT. This layer is renewed every 15 to 20 minutes that results in particle clearance
of the same. This mucosal clearance with adsorbed or dissolved particulate substances into GIT is called
Mucociliary clearance.[24,25]
Delivery Systems used in the Nose-to-brain Drug Delivery
1. Polymersomes-based Drug Delivery:
These are tiny hollow spheres composed of lipid bilayer membranes with an aqueous core similar to
liposomes.[26]
Pathogenesis:
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There are extracellular vesicles (EVs) called exosomes released by every eukaryotic cell found
everywhere in the body. They are also known as intercellular messengers as they transfer payloads of peptides,
proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids between the donor and recipient cell in the physiological states.[27,28]
Formerly, exosomes were considered as a disposal mechanism of cells during the maturation process,
but under certain pathological conditions, especially in proteinopathies, including Alzheimer’s disease(AD),
Parkinson’s disease(PD), Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis(ALS), and Frontotemporal dementia(FTD) there is
increased use of this disposal mechanism as the other cellular mechanisms such as proteasome and autophagylysosome system fail in eliminating the accumulated amyloidogenic proteins mainly responsible for disease
progression.[29,30] These exosomes are lipophilic that can cross BBB and come into the blood. These can get
detected in the blood analysis report.[31] Hence, there is a substantial scope as a source of the biomarker in
diagnosing patients at an early disease stage, monitoring the disease states and the progression of the same.[32]
Their ability to cross the BBB in the opposite direction can make them useful in delivering drugs and biomolecules
into the brain.[33]
Neuroinflammation may be a primary pathophysiological feature shared by both acute and chronic
neurodegenerative diseases. It includes continuous activation of immune cells, microglia that leads to release and
infiltration of inflammatory mediators such as nitrous oxide (NO), reactive oxygen species (ROS), cytokines, IL-6,
IL-1β, and TNF-α into the brain that lead to degeneration of neurons, disrupting the BBB. Therefore, the
microglial-mediated inflammation needs to be alleviated.[34] Drugs and natural products having anti-inflammatory
properties have been estimated for their efficacy in neuroinflammation animal models.[35,36]
Treatment:
Neuroinflammation modulates the BDNF (Brain-derived neurotrophic factor) expressions, which
decreases BDNF-mRNA levels. That leads to severe impairment of hippocampal function, memory, and motor
decline with associated apoptosis in brain regions such as the cortex and hippocampus. In such a case, antiinflammatory agents cannot fulfill the therapeutic purpose.[37] Therefore, researchers suggest that exogenous coadministration of BDNF with Simvastatin (Sim), a repurposed anti-inflammatory agent, will be beneficial in
attenuating neuroinflammation.
Simvastatin, an inhibitor of the HMG-CoA reductase enzyme, is responsible for cholesterol biosynthesis
in the body, which bestows to mediate neuroprotective action in the brain. It targets many pathways like inhibition
of inflammatory mediators and microglial activation, attenuation of ions, stimulation of neurotrophic factor’s
expressions (BDNF, NGF), and suppression of apoptosis.
Since the drugs in the free form cannot reach CNS due to BBB, BCSFB, and efflux systems, it leads to
decreased bioavailability, and consequently, the desired therapeutic response fails to accomplish. Accordingly,
researchers developed a novel technique that includes intranasal co-delivery of PEG-PdLLA polymersome
embedded with Sim and BDNF (Sim-BDNF-Ps) as illustrated in the fig.2. The combination markedly downregulated brain levels of cytokines as compared to free drug and single drug-loaded polymersomes.[38] It
effectively replenished the BDNF levels of the brain into two-fold that were depleted following neuroinflammation
and additionally showed effective suppression of microglial activation.[34]

Fig.2: The intranasal co-delivery of PEG-PdLLA [poly(ethylene-glycol)-poly(D-Lactide)] polymersome
embedded with Sim and BDNF (Sim-BDNF-Ps). Nose-to-brain co-delivery of repurposed simvastatin and
BDNF synergistically replenish the BDNF levels in brain and attenuate LPS-induced neuroinflammation.
Additionally, it showed effective suppression of microglial activation.
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2. Nanoformulation-based Peptide Delivery
Pathogenesis:
Ischemic stroke occurs because of NMDAR (N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor)-mediated neurotoxicity,
induced due to ischemia.[39] NR2B9C peptide can attenuate this neurotoxicity. But unfortunately, when
administered alone, it can’t cross BBB and neuronal membrane.[40]
Treatment:
Nano-formulation of wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) with NR2B9C peptide (WGA-NR2B9C-NPS) has
been developed that can bypass BBB and reach the brain and neurons. WGA has a higher affinity towards WGAreceptor, present abundantly in the olfactory epithelium and neuronal surface, thus nano-formulation can be given
intranasally to the brain.[41] Here, WGA acts as a carrier peptide, so it is also known as carrier-mediated transport.
As it reaches the brain it binds to the receptor present on the neuronal membrane and undergoes receptor-mediated
endocytosis. It forms an endosome (drug enclosed in nano-vesicle) which further ruptures to release the drug, thus
blocks the calcium influx via NMDAR.[42] It inhibits the interaction of NMDAR with postsynaptic density protein95 (PSD95) which inturn inhibits neuronal excitotoxicity. Thus prevent ischemic brain injury (experimented on
rats) as described in fig.3. Certain experiments have proved that nanofiber-matrices or reservoirs are more
advantageous over other nanoformulations or other conventional vehicles.[43] These drug-loaded nanofiberformulations are suitable for a wide range of drugs due to high surface area and porosity, high drug payload, highly
mucoadhesive, biodegradable, ease of administration that can be prepared under aseptic conditions. Another
example is the olanzapine nanoparticulate drug delivery system that uses PLGA to provide brain targeting and
sustained release. Olanzapine selectively binds to dopamine D2 and serotonin (5-HT2c) receptors to produce an
antipsychotic effect.[44]

Fig. 3: Nanoformulation-based peptide delivery. It inhibits the interaction of NMDAR with postsynaptic
density protein-95 (PSD-95) which inturn inhibits neuronal excitotoxicity thus prevent ischemic brain injury.
NR2B9C – peptide, PEG – poly ethylene glycol, WGA – wheatgerm agglutinin, NMDAR – N-methyl-Daspartate receptor.
3.

Cell-penetrating peptides (CPP)-based drug delivery:
The nose-to-brain delivery has tremendous potential in treating various diseases likeAlzheimer’s disease.
Pathogenesis and treatment:
Alzheimer’s disease leads to cognitive impairment due to the extracellular deposition of beta-amyloid
(Aβ) and intracellular accumulation of tau protein. Aβ is toxic to the neurons while the tau protein accumulation
in the neuronal bodies displaces the cell organelles leading to cell dysfunction. Intranasal insulin administration
shows good improvement in cognitive dysfunction. It minimizes the risk of the peptide hormone entering into the
systemic circulation, thus hindering the blood insulin level. The nasal vasculature permits the entry of low
molecular weight substances combating the main limitation of the IV route.[45] Insulin once administered
intranasally, reaches the brain within 10 minutes and attains its peak point within 30 minutes. It then gets
accumulated extracellularly and not axonally. In AD patients, there is decreased expression of the insulin receptor.
The insulin signaling gets impeded due to the deposition of Aβ that competes with insulin for its binding to the
insulin receptor and leads to numerous abnormalities like decreased PI3K expression, insulin receptor substrate
expression, and AKT activation (decreases AKT phosphorylation). The impaired insulin signal transmission
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activates GSK beta, a tau kinase enzyme responsible for tau hyperphosphorylation that ultimately leads to
dementia or Alzheimer.[46] Hence, insulin is administered intranasally to increase the insulin level in the brainCSF and prevent the binding of Aβ to insulin receptors, preventing the other side effects and improves cognition
(memory) as shown in fig.4.
Several studies revealed that insulin aspart in solution form is better than insulin regular in solution or
lipidized form.[47] As insulin regular forms hexamer, it primarily dissociates into monomers on reaching the brain
receptors, acting upon the receptors. Whereas, insulin aspart doesn’t form hexamer as it exists in a monomer form
itself. Consequently, the patients receiving insulin aspart show faster remission rates (recovery in memory recall)
as compared to the patients receiving insulin regular, where the dose and duration remain the same.
Macromolecular therapeutics such as proteins to treat CNS disorders are extremely difficult to administer
due to their inability to cross BBB. The primary route for direct brain delivery is intracranial that is incredibly
challenging and painful, yet it is being practiced. Noninvasive intranasal administration possesses an excellent
advantage over other routes, as it circumvents the problem of crossing BBB.[48] As discussed earlier, it limits the
entry of HMW substances due to the tight junctions present in the nasal mucosal membrane and restricts the axonal
migration due to poor penetration capability. Hence, cell-penetrating peptide (CPP) is employed to deliver these
macromolecules into the brain via intranasal administration. CPP can cross any barrier as it is cell-type
independent and can transfer nanoparticles, genes, proteins, and macromolecules into the brain.
Intranasal co-administration of penetratin, a typical form of CPP, with supplemented insulin has shown
tremendous improvement in mild cognitive impairment or in the early stage of dementia. Except for some severe
cases, that shows a decrease in the potential of the therapy. Hence, an alternative for insulin such as exendin-4
(GLP-1 receptor agonist) is suggested to be administered. In severe cognitive dysfunction, insulin administration
induces Aβ accumulation in the brain. It usually occurs due to the competitive degradation of insulin and Aβ by
the insulin-degrading enzyme (IDE). Hence, this therapy is favorable in the early stage of dementia and is
ineffective at severe stages of cognitive dysfunction.[49] Studies showed that spatial learning ability and insulin
signaling improves when penetratin, insulin, and exendin-4 are co-administered intranasally for four weeks in
severe cases. Also, some evidence suggests that response to intranasal insulin depends not only upon the dose but
also upon the type of APOE gene the patient carries. IN insulin has been tested in several phase 2/3 clinical trial
patients and has shown memory improvement. However, it is yet to be approved by US-FDA.

Fig. 4: Cell penetrating peptides-based drug delivery. Cell-penetrating (CPP) is employed to deliver
insulin into the brain via intranasal administration to prevent the binding of Aβ to insulin receptors that
improves cognition. CPP can cross any barrier as it is cell-type independent and can transfer nanoparticles,
genes, proteins, and macromolecules into the brain.
Nasal Devices
There are different types of intranasal devices for the nose-to-brain delivery wherein the drug is targeted
to the olfactory region and then to CNS. The selection of nasal devices depends upon the type of intranasal
formulation. Nasal sprays and droppers are the most commonly used intranasal devices for lipid or liquid-based
formulations.[50]
1. Liquid formulations: It dominates the intranasal market. Different types of formulations include:
a) Aqueous solutions
b) Emulsion
c) Suspension
d) Aerosols
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These formulations get readily cleared due to gravitational force and mucociliary clearance. Thus, the
drug hardly reaches the olfactory region impeding the dose delivered to the desired target. It leads to a decrease
in the dose accuracy, restricting the exact dose from reaching the CNS. Newer devices have come up to reduce
mucociliary clearance, overcoming the challenge. Benzalkonium chloride can be used to decrease ciliary
movement and is also safe for long-term use. There is a risk of drugs entering into the systemic circulation via
nasal vasculature.[50]Also side effects such as dry throat can be observed because the formulation being liquid gets
drained into the pharynx.
Medical device: Nasal spray and nasal drops. But for dose accuracy, newer medical devices like the pressurized
metered-dose inhalers (banned and replaced by nebulizer) are used but can lead to lung deposition due to Bidirectional™. To avoid this nebulizer was modified using a new technique such that it can create only sufficient
pressure that is enough to close the palate, thus preventing the entry of drugs into the pharynx.[51] Additional
devices used are mechanical nasal pump spray, liquid jets, metered dose spray pumps, single-dose sprays (Imitrex
[sumatriptan] to treat migraine), multi-dose sprays, etc. For example, a Vianase atomizer is a device that is
employed to deliver insulin to treat AD patients. Another example is VersiDoser®
2. Particulate formulations:
a) Nanoparticle: Nanoparticles have a lot of scopes as it protects the drug from biological or chemical
degradation. It also aids the drug in escaping the reflux mechanism present in BBB due to drug
encapsulation. Before releasing the drug at the desired site, the nanoparticle binds to the target
receptor to initiate its action.[52]
b) Dry powders: Powders can be more advantageous due to their better stability than liquid
formulation. Usually, powders get moist when they enter the nasal mucosa furthermore are dissolved
or get cleared off. Thus to overcome this, bioadhesives are used to decrease the ciliary movement
and likewise the clearance.[51]
Medical device: Nasal sprays, breath-actuated inhalers, nasal insufflators, etc. For example, blister-based powder
inhalers (prohaler™) from Aptar are employed to give apomorphine to treat Parkinson’s disease. Bi-directional™
nasal devices are used for both liquid and powder as intranasal delivery. It overcomes the limitations of traditional
nasal devices. However, it is in phase 3 clinical trials.[52] For example, a breath-powdered-Bi-directional™ device
is used for the nose-to-brain delivery of midazolam that causes sedation.
3. Semisolids:
Various mucoadhesives like carbopol, hypromellose, chitosan, etc., are used to increase the drug retention
time and drug delivery. Various other excipients used are penetration enhancers, absorption enhancers,
preservatives, etc. For the drug to reach the olfactory mucosa, it has to penetrate the mucous membrane.
Accordingly, the excipients should possess a positive charge and hydrophobicity such that they can interact with
the negatively charged mucin and can adhere accurately, evading the hydrophobic interactions. It leads to
decreased clearance and can enhance drug penetration. Preservatives like benzalkonium chloride, chlorocresol,
etc., are employed.[50]
Medical device: Nasal sprays, for example, metoclopramide HCl is used to treat nausea by interacting with
dopamine receptors. It usually is in the solution form but gets converted into a gel as soon as it comes in contact
with the nasal mucosa.
Advantages
1. A convenient, noninvasive, and painless route to deliver drugs directly to the brain via the nose, bypassing
BBB, thus reducing the systemic side-effects and providing effective patient-friendly treatment.[3]
2. It offers more precise brain-targeted delivery of therapeutic agents that involves two neuronal pathways:
olfactory and trigeminal nerve systems.
3. Due to ease of accessibility, self-medication is facilitated. Also, it is a needle-free drug application.
Hence, no need for trained personnel. It ultimately improves patient compliance.[25]
4. Owing to the rich vasculature and high permeable structures consisting of a larger surface area, faster
onset of action and enhancement in absorption are witnessed compared to the other routes. Hence, this
route is suitable in case of emergency as an alternative to parenteral.
5. It decreases the frequency of the dose. It circumvents hepatic first-pass metabolism, providing increased
drug concentration which in turn leads to a reliable bioavailability.
6. Enzymatic and chemical degradation of drugs in GIT is avoided. Therefore, it bestows a suitable route to
deliver macromolecules such as peptides and proteins that get generally degraded in the harsh
environment of GIT. They are not absorbed substantially into the systemic circulation following oral
administration.
7. According to the clinical trials (Phase-I, II, and III), it has been reported that it is feasible to transport
drugs via the intranasal route to the CNS. Hence, this route can deliver a wide range of medicines for the
treatment of neurological disorders.[53-59]
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Disadvantages
Although intranasal administration provides a better perspective than the other routes, it does possess
certain limitations as follows:
1) Mucociliary clearance: It is the quick clearance of administered formulation from the nasal cavity.
Generally, it occurs when the drug doesn’t cross the nasal mucosa rapidly[23].
2) Enzymatic degradation: The epithelial barrier in the lumen of the nasal cavity consists of various
peptidases enzymes that can cleave off the peptide or protein molecule in the nasal cavity itself. It fails
to attain the specified therapeutic effect. But this barrier is often less considered as compared to low
bioavailability.
3) Low bioavailability: As the molecular weight of the drug molecule increases, the efficacy of the delivery
decreases. Only low molecular weight lipophilic substances can efficiently gain entry via this route. High
molecular weight polar compounds like peptides and proteins have lower absorption rates, decreasing
the bioavailability.
4) Mucosal damage: The excipients added in the formulation may irreversibly damage the cilia of the nasal
mucosa and can lead to local side effects. Some chemical enhancers or surfactants are capable of
dissolving the membrane at high concentrations. Continuous use of this route may lead to nasal infection
or sometimes anosmia.
5) Pathological conditions: Allergic conditions such as a cold that cause nasal congestion may alter the rate
of nasal clearance and considerably interfere with the therapeutic efficacy of the drug administered
intranasally. Hence patients with severe cold and cough cannot be treated via this route.
6) Mechanical loss: There is a risk of drugs entering into other parts of the respiratory tract like the lungs
that can alter the drug concentration reaching the target site. Hence, a proper device has to be employed
to achieve targeted delivery.[53-59]
Nasal Grafting
Nasal grafting is the new and most promising drug delivery to the brain for enzyme replacement therapy
and has potential advantages over intranasal drug delivery. It is an indirect route of the nose-to-brain drug delivery
where the drug reaches the brain via a surgically grafted nasal mucosal membrane into the skull. It is a permanent
grafting method that is irreversible. Besides the mucosal layer, a polypropylene reservoir is fixed into the skull
with the help of cyano-acrylate adhesive. Bone screws and cement maintain the structural integrity of the skull.
Such types of grafts are not only used as a route of drug delivery but also used to repair the skull deficits.[60]
Free mucosal grafts from the middle turbinate, inferior turbinate, and nasal septum are received as donor
sites for the endo-nasal reconstruction of the skull base. that may be fixed adjacent to the sphenoid sinus. A large
region of BCSFB or BBB is replaced with a permeable mucosa. The dose is applied topically to the grafted area
for its delivery into the brain. It proves useful for the delivery of high molecular weight or polar drugs that enter
the brain.[61] For example, treatment of Parkinson's disease:
Pathogenesis:
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a neurological disorder where the body’s immune cells such as macrophages,
damage dopaminergic neurons causing inflammation in the brain. It shows an accumulation of α-synuclein
intracellularly.[62] The causes are unknown. PD patients have depression, anxiety, dementia, autonomic
dysfunction, tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, etc.
Treatment:
The treatment is done using the glial-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF). GDNF is a protein that
promotes the growth of dopaminergic neurons. It is applied topically on the permeable mucosal layer to be released
from the reservoir into the brain via a transmucosal pathway.[63] Thus permeation of GDNF becomes easy. The
effects obtained via the transmucosal pathway were similar to those observed with direct intraparenchymal
injection. Therefore, the transmucosal pathway can be considered superior but clinical trials are not yet
performed.[64]
Future Perspective
All over the world, the number of cases related to neurological disorders has been increased due to the
rise in the aging population.[65] The current routes employed in the CNS treatment are difficult, painful, has
delayed action, and are ineffective at times. Besides, BBB and BCSFB together make up an invincible obstacle
to cross for a wide range of drugs.[39] Hence, the intranasal approach is emerging as a promising alternative route
due to its various advantages along with overcoming the major challenge of bypassing the BBB. The underlying
mechanism of the nose-to-brain delivery is still unknown, hence, it becomes essential to research the exact
mechanism basically to know how the drug reaches specific areas of the brain through the nose for the treatment
of neurological disorders.[66,67]
Despite possessing so many benefits, the intranasal route faces many challenges. Hence, various solutions
like enzyme inhibitors or enzyme saturation are employed to overcome the challenge of enzyme degradation.
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Bioadhesives/mucoadhesives and absorption/penetration enhancers used in the formulation circumvent
mucociliary clearance increasing the retention time and improve the absorption, respectively. It enhances
bioavailability.[68] Nanotechnology is being addressed efficiently as it provides promising solutions to these
limitations. Several nanocarriers, for example, polymeric nanoparticles, solid lipid nanoparticles, liposomes,
micelles, dendrimers, nanogels, nanoemulsions, and nanosuspensions have been studied to improve the BBB
permeability.[69]
Stem cells have self renewing and multipotent activity and apart from this they possess incredible ability
to pass through the BBB and reach the brain parenchyma following intranasal administration[70]. Researchers are
increasing the adapting stem cell based nanotherapy for brain targeting via intranasal route in treating various
neurological disorders which holds great promise as a therapeutic strategy[71].
According to recent studies, scientists have explored many drugs to treat AD and other neurological
diseases.[72] Preclinical and clinical trials are performed to test the efficacies of drugs that turned out to be
successful. Presently, not even a single drug is approved by US-FDA.[73] Thus, there is a dire need to focus on
clinical trials to bring these drugs into the market. Hopefully, all the barriers might get resolved, and a wide range
of drugs may come in the market shortly for disorders such as migraine, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease,
stroke, MCI, etc.
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